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j Before Matches Were Known FIRE l 

WHAT FIRE IS and How IT SERVES MAN 
The Flaming Spirit that Man Has Tamed and Trained to Come and Go 

at His Bidding Some Queer Kinds of Fire and What Makes Them 
IRE. In these days it is hard to realize the J Nevertheless, before his death Lavoisier had 

succeeded completely in disproving the old 
" red monster," which they believed came down "phlogiston " theory, which held that when any 
in magic ways from heaven (see ;I>rometheus), object was heated or cooled it was due to a 
and which many of them worshipped as a repre- mysterious substance (phlogiston) which flowed 
sentative of their gods (see Zoroaster). The into or out of the object in question, and we 
ancient Greek philosophers conceived the idea know to-day that ordinary fire is due to the 
that fire, air, earth, and water were the four chemical process called oxidation, which means 
elements of which the whole universe was made. the combination of a substance with oxygen .. 

It is supposed that L I G HT IN G A F I RE I N T H E F I J I I S LA N D S That. is why fires 
the earliest savages neEd arr to burn pro-
obtaianed their fire perly, and why a flame 
accidentally, from trees will go out after it has 
set ablaze by lightning, used up all the oxygen 
or from spouting vol- in a closed vessel. 
canoes, and that they Almost anything will 
treasured it carefully combine with oxygen 
in huts and caves. if enough time is 
Careful inquiries go to allowed. Iron will rust 
prove that man from if exposed long to 
the earliest days has damp air, and that 
never been without · rust is oxidized iron. 
fire for warmth and When chemical corn-
cooking, and for pro- bination is so rapid 
tection from wild that it is accompanied 
beasts in whom it by a flame it is called 
inspires terror. combustion. 

By and by men dis- To start combustion 
covered how to create heat is required. The 
fire by rubbing dry temperature at which 
sticks together, and any substance will 
they invented fire- catch fire is called the 
drills to aid the process. ignition point, which 
'\\Then they began to varies with the condi-
chip flint to make tion of the substance, 
axes they learned that the pressure of the air 
:fire may be drawn or the other gases in-
from stone, a method volved, etc. When the 
which developed into savage rubbed two 

Even though the natives of the Fiji Islands have become 
the flint-and-steel of civilized they still put into practice many of their old ideas. sticks together, he 
comparatively recent Matches seldom find their way into the interior of the islands, discovered without 
times (see Matches). so that the primitive method of fire-lighting is often adopted. knowing it that the 
Still later men found that fire could be made ignition point of wood is . usually high, in 
by focusing the sun's rays through a glass lens. other words, he had to use a good deal of 

The Foundation of Modern Chemistry muscle and create a good deal of heat before 
But however much human beings turned fire flames appeared. But the tip of a match has, 

to useful purposes, they remained ignorant of under ordinary circumstances, a low ignition. 
its true character until the great French chemist point. The heat created by simply scratching 
Antoine Lavoisier investigated, in 1783, the it once is enough to start combustion. 
properties of oxygen, and laid the foundation for Fires from Spontaneous Combustion 
modern chemistry (see Oxygen). ·Popular in- The ignition points of some vegetable and 
difference to great truths was never better illus- animal oils are very low. They oxidize so rapidly 
trated than in Lavoisier's case, for he was con- as to generate a great deal of heat, and if kept in 
demned in 1794 by the Terrorists of the French a confined place will spontaneously take fire. 
Revolution to have his head chopped off. _.Many fires are caused by the spontaneous corn-
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